Let K be a local field, X the Drinfel'd symmetric space X of dimension d over K and X the natural formal O K -scheme underlying X; thus G = GL d+1 (K) acts on X and X. Given a K-rational G-representation M we construct a G-equivariant subsheaf M 0 OK of O K -lattices in the constant sheaf M on X. We study the cohomology of sheaves of logarithmic differential forms on X (or X) with coefficients in M 0 OK . In the second part we give general criteria for two conjectures of P. Schneider on p-adic Hodge decompositions of the cohomology of p-adic local systems on projective varieties uniformized by X. Applying the results of the first part we prove the conjectures in certain cases.
Introduction
Let p be prime number and d ∈ N, let K/Q p be a finite extension. In connection with the search for a Langlands type correspondence between suitable p-adically continuous representations of the group GL d+1 (K) on p-adic vector spaces on the one hand, and suitable p-adic Galois representations on the other hand, the p-adic cohomology (de Rham, crystalline, coherent, p-adić etale) of Drinfel'd's symmetric space X over K and its projective quotients X Γ = Γ\X, with coefficients in rational representations M of GL d+1 (K), has recently found increasing interest. We mention the first spectacular results due to Breuil [2] who uses the cohomology of X and X Γ with coefficients in M = Sym k (Q 2 p ) (some k ∈ N) to establish a partial correspondence in case d = 1, K = Q p , and the work of Schneider and Teitelbaum [18] where (for any d and K) the GL d+1 (K)-representation on the space Ω • X (X) of top differential forms on X is determined. Substantial as these works are, they call for generalizations. On the one hand one hopes to generalize the constructions from [2] to cases where d > 1. Since a decisive ingredient in [2] is the work with p-adic integral structures in equivariant sheaf complexes on X, the investigation of such integral structures should be a starting point. On the other hand one hopes to generalize the analysis of [18] to more general equivariant vector bundles on X (instead of the line bundle Ω d X ), e.g. to the vector bundles Ω i X , or even M ⊗ Ω i X , for any i; this would be done best by
for any j and any s. Using the above computations the proof of (1) In the second part of this paper (sections 5 and 6) we develop general criteria for conjectures of Schneider raised in [16] . Let Γ ⊂ SL d+1 (K) be a cocompact discrete (torsionfree) subgroup; thus the quotient X Γ = Γ\X of X is a projective K-scheme [14] . Let M be a K[Γ]-module with dim K (M ) < ∞. Using the Γ-action (induced from the Γ-action on M ) on the constant local system on X generated by M we get a local system M Γ on X Γ . The Hodge spectral sequence E r,s
gives rise to the Hodge filtration
If char(K) = 0 Schneider [16] conjectures that a splitting of F • H is given by the covering filtration Γ . The particular interest in this last decomposition is that combined with yet another conjecture from [16] -the degeneration of the 'reduced' Hodge spectral sequence -it would allow the computation of Γ-group cohomology spaces H * (Γ, D) for certain 'holomorphic discrete series representations' D of G.
For the trivial representation M = K the conjectures were proven first by Iovita and Spiess [10] , later proofs were given by de Alon and Shalit ( [1] , using harmonic analysis) and the author ( [6] , using p-adic Hodge theory). The main tool in the approach of Iovita and Spiess is a certain subcomplex of Ω • X (X) consisting of bounded logarithmic differential forms on X. For more general M this complex does not seem to generalize well, essentially because there is no integral structure in the complex M ⊗ K Ω • X (X) of global forms. This led us to consider a K-vector space subsheaf complex L • (M ) of M ⊗ K Ω • X on X which should replace the global logarithmic differential forms. We show that the filtration F • Γ can be redefined in terms of L • (M ) and obtain criteria for the above splitting conjectures and the degeneration of (2) , we can reduce to problems in characteristic p and work locally on the reduction of the natural formal scheme underlying X. This approach worked out in [7] in dimension d = 1 where we used integral structures inside L • D (M ) to prove H 1 = F 1 red ⊕ F 1 Γ and the degeneration conjecture. Here, as suggested above, we use integral structures inside L • (M ) provided by the first part of this paper to prove (for arbitrary dimension d):
Theorem: (see Corollary 5.1, Theorem 6.4 and the remarks given there) Suppose that
(a) For arbitrary char(K) the Hodge spectral sequence (2) degenerates in E 1 . The Hodge filtration F • H has a canonical splitting defined through logarithmic differential forms. 
It seems that even for M = K the degeneration in (a) in case char(K) > 0 was unknown before.
Notations: We fix d ∈ N and enumerate the rows and columns of GL d+1 -elements by 0, . . . , d. We denote by U the subgroup of GL d+1 consisting of unipotent upper triangular matrices,
For r ∈ R define ⌊r⌋, ⌈r⌉ ∈ Z by requiring ⌊r⌋ ≤ r < ⌊r⌋ + 1 and ⌈r⌉ − 1 < r ≤ ⌈r⌉. For a divisor D on an integral scheme X we denote by L X (D) the associated line bundle on X; we will always consider it as a subsheaf of the constant sheaf with value the function field of X.
K denotes a non-Archimedean local field, O K its ring of integers, π ∈ O K a fixed prime element and k the residue field with q elements, q ∈ p N . Let ω : K × a → Q be the extension of the discrete valuation ω : K × → Z normalized by ω(π) = 1. We fix a totally ramified extensioṅ K = K(π) of K with ring of integers OK such thatπ ∈ OK satisfiesπ d+1 = π.
We write G = GL d+1 (K). Let T be the torus of diagonal matrices in G and let X * (T ), resp. X * (T ), denote the group of algebraic cocharacters, resp. characters, of T . For 0 ≤ i ≤ d define the obvious cocharacter e i : G m → GL d+1 , i.e. the one which sends t to the diagonal matrix (e i (t)) ij with e i (t) ii = t, e i (t) jj = 1 for i = j and e i (t) j 1 j 2 = 0 for j 1 = j 2 . The e i form a R-basis of X * (T ) ⊗ R. The pairing X * (T ) × X * (T ) → Z which sends (x, µ) to the integer µ(x) such that µ(x(y)) = y µ(x) for any y ∈ G m extends to a duality between the R-vector spaces X * (T ) ⊗ R and X * (T ) ⊗ R. Let ǫ 0 , . . . , ǫ d ∈ X * (T ) denote the basis dual to e 0 , . . . , e d . Let
1 Differential forms on rational varieties in characteristic p > 0
on the affine k-scheme associated with (k d+1 ) * , and this action passes to an action of GL d+1 (k) on the projective space 
a logarithmic differential 1-form on Y . We call an exterior product of logarithmic differential 1-forms on Y a logarithmic differential form on Y .
is the one generated by all logarithmic differential forms.
Proof:
In [5] we derive this from a general vanishing theorem for higher cohomology of a certain class of line bundles on Y . Note that a corresponding statement over a field F of characteristic zero is shown in [10] section 3: the de Rham cohomology of the complement of a finite set of F -rational hyperplanes in P d F is generated by (global) logarithmic differential forms. And the analoguous statement for the Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology of Y 0 = Y − ∪ V ∈V V was shown in [3] .
Remark:
In [5] we give a k-basis for H 0 (Y, Ω s Y ) consisting of logarithmic differential forms as follows. For a subset τ ⊂ {1, . . . , d} let
For 0 ≤ s ≤ d denote by P s the set of subsets of {1, . . . , d} consisting of s elements. The following set is a k-basis of
{A.
Let D be a divisor on Y of the type 
) generated by all s-forms η of the type
with m j ∈ Z and y 1 , . . . ,
Y generated by all s-forms η of type (3) with
(b) Let S be a non-empty subset of V such that E = ∩ V ∈S V is non-empty. Define the subsheaf
Proof: (a) First we consider the case
and since Y is quasicompact (so that taking cohomology commutes with direct limits) it suffices to show
for all n ≥ 0. For n = 0 we already did this, for n > 0 it suffices, by induction, to show 
If we had W = Y then the induction hypothesis H 1 (Y, L s,n−1 (0)) = 0 and the long exact cohomology sequence associated with
would imply that there existed a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ∈ k such that η n +
On the other hand we may write η n = y 
(which is the relevant statement for the subsequent sections), the proof of
Assume
(the sheaf L s V (D ′ ) being defined such that this is an exact sequence) and
Since r(D ′ ) < r(D) the induction hypothesis says that the map between the respective second terms induces isomorphisms in cohomology. It will be enough to prove the same for the respective third terms. From [11] (see also [5] ) it follows that V decomposes as 
, the sum ranging over all W ∈ V which intersect V transversally. It also follows from [11] (and [5] 
which is the sum, with multiplicities in {0, −1}, of elements of V t . The above then generalizes as
where by (4) the extreme terms (take s ′ = s and s ′ = s − 1) decompose as
On the other hand, define for t = 1, 2 the sheaves L • (D Y t ) on Y t just as we defined the sheaves L • (.) on Y (and use the same name for their push forward to Y ). Then using the decomposition (6) we may view the sheaf
V and a local consideration shows that (5) restricts to an exact sequence
Comparing the long exact cohomology sequences associated with (5) and (7) we conclude that to show that
is an isomorphism for any j, it suffices to show that
is an isomorphism, for s ′ = s and s ′ = s − 1. By the Künneth formula this reduces to showing that
is an isomorphism, for any s ′′ and t ∈ {1, 2}. But this follows from our induction hypothesis since the dimension of Y t is smaller than that of Y .
which yields a similar exact sequence by tensoring with Ω s Y . A local consideration shows that the latter exact sequence restricts to an exact sequence
It follows that it is enough to show that for all subsets T ⊂ S and any j the map
is an isomorphism. But this follows from part (a).
To see this let 
Reduction of rational G-representations
Let M be an irreducible K-rational representation of G. For a weight µ ∈ X * (T ) let M µ be the maximal subspace of M on which T acts through µ.
Lemma 2.1. The number
is independent of the choice of such a µ; for such µ we have µ ∈ X * (T ) if and only if |M | ∈ (d + 1).Z, if and only if there is a h ∈ Z such that the center of G acts trivially on
Proof: This is clear since all µ with M µ = 0 differ by linear combinations of elements of Φ (see [12] II.2.2).
We fix a GL
Proof: We reproduce a proof from notes of Schneider and Teitelbaum. Fix µ ∈ X * (T ). It suffices to construct an element Π µ in the algebra of distributions Dist(GL d+1 /Z) (i.e. defined over Z) which on M acts as a projector onto [8] Lemma 26.1 says that Π is a Z-linear combination of polynomials of the form
Thus [12] II.1.12 implies that
lies in Dist(GL d+1 /Z). By construction it acts on M as a projector onto M µ .
We return to the setting from section 1. For ∅ = σ {0, . . . , d} denote by V 0 σ the common zero set in Y 0 of all Ξ j with j ∈ σ, and let V σ ∈ V be its strict transform under Y → Y 0 . Denote by Y ′ the open subscheme of Y obtained by deleting all divisors V ∈ V which are not of the
there is a unique ∅ = σ {0, . . . , d} such that there exists a g ∈ U (k) with gV σ = V , see [5] .
Denote again by M the constant sheaf on Y with value M . We define a subsheaf
Proof: This can be checked directly, an easier variant of the proof of Theorem 3.3 below. However, it is even a consequence of Theorem 3.3: explicitly,
in the notations used there.
Definition:
We say that the weights of M are small if for any µ ∈ X * (T ) with M µ = 0 and for any ∅ = σ {0, . . . , d} we have
Lemma 2.4. The weights of M are small if and only if, when regarded as a representation of SL d+1 (K), it is one of the following: the trivial representation, the standard representation
Proof: One easily checks that µ = d i=0 a i ǫ i ∈ X * (T ) satisfies inequality (11) for all σ if and only if all coefficients a i are the same (case (i)) or if there is precisely one 0 ≤ i ≤ d with
Proof: Consider the following ordering on X * (T ): define
if and only if there exists a 0
is stable for the action of U (K). Hence the filtration (
is stable for the action of U (O K ), and the induced filtrations (
the respective graded pieces. To prove Theorem 2.5 it is enough to show that for all µ ∈ X * (T ) the maps
are isomorphisms. By definition (10), the restriction of
, and this splitting shows
Thus, by U (k)-equivariance and since
Y is of the form considered in Theorem 1.2, tensored with (the constant sheaf generated by) M µ . Hence we may conclude by Theorem 1.2.
Sheaves of integral structures in K[G]-modules
The action of K) defines an action of G on the affine K-scheme associated with (K d+1 ) * , and this action passes to an action of G on the projective space P((K d+1 ) * ). Drinfel'd's symmetric space X is the K-rigid space
Clearly X is stable for the action of G. Let X be the strictly semistable formal O K -scheme with generic fibre X introduced in [14] . Instead of recalling its formal definition here we recall its basic properties relevant for us. X is covered by Zariski open subschemes which admit open immersions into the π-adic formal completion of
Each irreducible component of the reduction X ⊗ k of X is isomorphic to the k-scheme Y studied in the previous sections. The set of all irreducible components of X ⊗ k is in natural bijection with the set of vertices of the Bruhat Tits building of PGL d+1 /K. More generally, if for j ≥ 0 we let F j denote the set of non-empty intersections of (j + 1)-many pairwise distinct irreducible components of X⊗k, then F j is in natural bijection with the set of j-simplices of the Bruhat Tits building of PGL d+1 /K. This bijection is G-equivariant for the natural extension of the action of G on X to an action of G on X. We denote by Y the central irreducible component of X ⊗ k, i.e. the irreducible component of X ⊗ k which is characterized by the fact that the subgroup K × .GL d+1 (O K ) of G is the stabilizer of Y (for the action of G on the set F 0 of irreducible components of X ⊗ k). We identify this k-scheme Y (with its GL d+1 (O K )-action) with the one from the previous sections. We define the subset 
as defined in the previous sections). Also note that the union ∪ Z∈F 0 U Z is disjoint in X and that the closed points of ∪ Z∈F 0 U Z ⊗ k are exactly the non-singular closed points of the k-scheme X ⊗ k.
and let G act on M ⊗ KK by multiplying with χ |M | the (scalar extension K →K of the) already given action of G on M . The point of this twisting is that the OK -submodule
.Z then we could replace the above twisting by a twisting with a suitable power of the determinant character of G, and the base extension K →K here and in the whole construction below could be avoided. Let MK be the constant sheaf on X with value M ⊗ KK . The above action of
It extends to a G-stable subsheaf M 0 OK of MK in finitely generated OK -modules such that
Proof: (Here we benefited from notes of Schneider and Teitelbaum.) We need some more notations. For 0 ≤ i, j ≤ d and i = j consider the morphism of algebraic groups over Z (15) where I d+1 + u.e ij is the matrix (u rs ) with u rr = 1 (all r), with u ij = u and with u rs = 0 for all other pairs (r, s). For the root α = ǫ i − ǫ j ∈ Φ and r ∈ R let
Let W be the subgroup of permutation matrices in G and let N = T ⋊ W be the normalizer of T in G.
Let now g ∈ G and Z ∈ F 0 A such that also g.Z ∈ F 0 A . We claim that g :
We have a canonical projection from X * (T ) ⊗ R to the standard apartment in the Bruhat Tits building of PGL d+1 /K (see [17] ). Suppose that x ∈ X * (T ) ⊗ R projects to the vertex corresponding to Z ∈ F 0 A . (In the above mentioned correspondence between F 0 A and vertices in the standard apartment.) By the Bruhat decomposition, there exist h x ∈ U x , h gx ∈ U gx and n ∈ N such that g = h gx nh x . Therefore we may split up our task into the following cases
(ii) g ∈ W , (iii) x = gx and g ∈ U x for some x ∈ X * (T ) ⊗ R.
(i) Suppose g ∈ T . We claim that in this case g even respects weight spaces: we prove that g induces for any µ ∈ X * (T ) with M µ = 0 an isomorphism
Indeed, g induces an isomorphism
Thus, according to our conventions regarding the action of G on M ⊗ KK , it induces an isomorphism
and the claim follows.
(ii) Now g ∈ W . The isomorphisms g :
On the other hand µ(Z) = (g.µ)(g.Z) and hence µ(Z) = (g.µ)(g.Z) for µ ∈ X * (T ). It follows that g induces isomorphismṡ
for any µ ∈ X * (T ) and we are done for such g.
(iii) Now consider the case x = g.x and g ∈ U x for some x ∈ X * (T ) ⊗ R. Then also Z = g.Z and µ(x) = µ(Z). We may assume g ∈ U α,−α(x) for some α = ǫ i − ǫ j ∈ Φ. Thus g = α ij (u) for some u ∈ K with ω(u) ≥ −α(x). It suffices to show that the automorphism g of M induces an automorphism g :
Therefore it is enough to prove
To see this define X α = (d α ij )(1) ∈ Lie(GL d+1 /Z) for α = ǫ i − ǫ j and then 
Since X α,n is defined over Z we in turn have X α,n M 0 µ ⊂ M 0 µ+nα and formula (16) follows. The above claim is established. It follows that on the dense open formal subscheme Z∈F 0 U Z of X (the union is disjoint) there is a unique G-stable subsheaf (14) . We define M 0 OK on all of X as the maximal OK -module subsheaf of MK restricting to M 0
We now wish to compute the reduction moduloπ of M 0 
and for an appropriate numbering of X 0 , . . . , X d the element X 0 is a generator of J Z ; in To describe the reduction of (OẊ) µ we need to parametrize the set V in terms of the action of U (k) on it. For σ {0, . . . , d} let
We have a bijection (see [5] )
and the set of orbits of U (k) acting on the set V is in bijection with the set of all σ with ∅ = σ {0, . . . , d}.
We will need the sheaves (OẊ) µ only for those µ with M µ = 0. For such µ consider the partition of F 0 A , indexed by the t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}, into the subsets
It provides the partition of F 0 into the subsets
Since M is irreducible, all µ with M µ = 0 differ by linear combinations of elements of Φ (see [12] II.2.2). For each such µ, if we write µ = d j=0 a j (µ)ǫ j (cf. formula (9)), we have
for all 0 ≤ j ≤ d. It follows that F 0 A (t) and hence F 0 (t) does not depend on µ and moreover that F 0 (t) is non-empty if ond only if t ≡ n|M | modulo (d + 1) for some n ∈ Z, or in other words: we have defined a partition of F 0 indexed by the multiples of (the class of) |M | in Z/(d + 1). This partition is stable for the action of SL d+1 (K) on F 0 (this again follows from equation (18)) while the action of the full group G on F 0 can be used to cycle through the parts of this partition. Endow
Z with its structure of reduced closed subscheme of X ⊗ k. 
Lemma 3.2. We have natural isomorphisms
with its reduced structure, or equivalently:
By formula (17) the restriction of (OẎ) µ to Y(t) is the line bundlė
. We obtain: the reduction (OẎ) µ ⊗ OK k of (OẎ) µ decomposes into a direct sum, indexed by the set {0, . . . , d}, whose direct summand for t ∈ {0, . . . , d} is the image of the maṗ
This is a line bundle on Y(t) and maps isomorphically to the quotient of (OẎ)
and the direct summand for t ∈ {0, . . . , d} is an invertible O Y(t) -module. Hence formula (19) by U (K)-equivariance. We also see
and that this is the unique U (k)-equivariant subsheaf of the constant sheaf k(Y ) on Y whose restriction to
(as subsheaves of the constant sheaf k(Y ) on Y ′ ), then by U (k)-equivariance of its both sides and U (k).Y ′ = Y , to prove formula (20) we only need to prove the identity of divisors
To see this note that for ∅ = σ {0, . . . , d} we have
A with t σ ∈ T ⊂ G defined as t σ = diag(t σ,0 , . . . , t σ,d ) with t σ,j = 1 if j / ∈ σ and t σ,j = π if j ∈ σ. Now we only need to see that for ∅ = σ {0, . . . , d} the prime divisor
But our discussion shows that
O Y ′ -torsion can be identified with the image of the map
and we can read off the correct multiplicity.
Theorem 3.3. Let ι Y : Y → X denote the closed embedding. We have natural isomorphisms
Proof: To prove Theorem 3.3 it suffices by U (K)-equivariance (resp. by U (O K )-equivariance for the isomorphism (22)) to prove the statements on the sheaves restricted to Y (resp. to Y ′ for the isomorphism (22)). There, by construction, M 0 OK ⊗ O K O X decomposes into a direct sum indexed by the weights µ of M . A small computation in local coordinates shows that formula (14) implies that the summand for µ is of the form M 0 µ ⊗ O K (OẊ) µ so that Lemma 3.2 proves the first isomorphism. The isomorphism (22) now follows from formula (10) (in view of Lemma 3.2).
Remark: If |M | ∈ (d + 1).Z, or equivalently if µ ∈ X * (T ) for all µ with M µ = 0, then F 0 = F 0 (0) and (OẊ) µ is a line bundle on X for each such µ, and M 0 OK ⊗ O K O X is a locally free O X -module sheaf on X.
Coherent cohomology via logarithmic differential forms
Let S be a strictly semistable formal O K -scheme. Endow S and Spf(O K ) with the log structure defined by the respective special fibre and let Ω • S denote the logarithmic de Rham complex for the log smooth morphism of formal log schemes S → Spf(O K ). Let Ω • S denote the push forward to S of the de Rham complex on S = S ⊗ O K K (a K-rigid space). Let T be an irreducible component of the special fibre S ⊗ k of S, let T 0 denote the maximal open subscheme of S ⊗ k which is contained in T . Then T − T 0 is a normal crossings divisor on the smooth k-scheme T .
Let Ω • T denote the de Rham complex on T with logarithmic poles along T − T 0 .
Lemma 4.1. There are canonical isomorphism of sheaf complexes
Proof: The first isomorphism is clear. To prove the second one let T ′ (resp. Spec(k) ′ ) denote the log scheme whose underlying scheme is T (resp. Spec(k)) and whose log structure is the pull back of that of S (resp. that of Spf(O K )). In other words, T ′ → S and Spec(k) ′ → Spf(O K ) are exact closed immersions of log schemes. Then T ′ is a log scheme over the base Spec(k) ′ (in general not log smooth). Let Ω 1 T ′ be the logarithmic differential module of T ′ → Spec(k) ′ . We have a morphism of log schemes T ′ → T . By functoriality we get natural morphisms of sheaves
We claim that both are isomorphisms. To see this we may assume that S is the formal π-adic 
Proof: (a) Suppose we are given (m n ) n ∈ M ′ and s ≥ 1 such that λ s (m n ) n = 0 in M ′ . Let n ≥ 1 and choose x ∈ M such that x = m n+s ∈ M/λ n+s M (where x denotes the image of x in M/λ n+s M ). Then λ s m n+s = 0 in M/λ n+s M implies λ s x ∈ λ n+s M , hence x ∈ λ n M since M is λ-torsion free, hence m n = 0 in M/λ n M and we see that M ′ is λ-torsion free. Next let r ≥ 1 and suppose we are given (m n ) n ∈ M ′ . Let m ∈ M be an arbitrary lift of m r ∈ M/λ r M . We find an element (b n ) n ∈ M ′ such that λ r b n = m − m n ∈ M/λ n M for all n (here m denotes the class of m). Indeed, we know m − m n+r ∈ λ r M/λ n+r M . Choose b ′ n ∈ M with λ r b ′ n = m − m n+r ∈ M/λ n+r M and let b n be the image of In the sequel, for sheaves G on X we write G also for the push forward sheaf on X under the specialization map sp : X → X; we use tacitly and repeatedly Kiehl's result [13] that if G is coherent we have R t sp * G = 0 for all t > 0.
Denote by Ω • X the logarithmic de Rham complex of the log smooth morphism of formal log schemes X → Spf(O K ), where we give the source and the target the respective log structures defined by the special fibres. Note that by Lemma 4.1 we have canonical identifications
Recall that we view X as a subspace of
subspace of Ω s X (X) generated by logarithmic differential s-forms on P d K with logarithmic poles along K-rational hyperplanes. In other words, Log s is generated by s-forms η of the type
for which there exists a suitable (adapted to η) choice of projective coordinate system θ 0 , . . . ,
OK be the G-equivariant integral structure in the constant sheaf MK defined in section 3 . For an open quasi-compact subscheme
This defines a sheaf Log s (M 0 OK ) with G-action which by Lemma 4.2 isπ-adically complete anḋ π-torsion free. Since also M 0 OK ⊗ O K Ω s X isπ-adically complete andπ-torsion free we have a G-equivariant map
Recall that we view the k-scheme Y from section 1 as (the central) irreducible component of
Proof: From Lemma 4.2 (b) we know that the inclusion Log
induces an injective map of sheaves
From Lemma 4.2 (a) we know that the map
is an epimorphism of sheaves. Together we conclude that the natural map
is injective and that its image is the same as that of (25). We now prove our statement concerning the restriction to Y 0 of this image sheaf. Since M 0 OK | Y 0 is the constant sheaf generated by the free OK -module M 0 ⊗ O K OK with reduction M = M 0 /π.M 0 , it is clear that we may assume M = K, the trivial representation. What we must show then is
for all s ≥ 0. For s = 0 both sides are identified with k, and the case s > 1 is reduced to the case s = 1 by taking exterior products. Thus we assume s = 1. The containment of the left hand side in the right hand side is clear. Let now z n dlog(z) be a typical generator of L 1 Y as in equation (3); we need to show that it lies in (Log (3)). The case n = 0 is clear, and the case n < 0 is reduced to the case n > 0 observing dlog(z) = −dlog(z −1 )), thus we assume n > 0. We lift the system y 1 , . . . , y d on Y to a system y 1 , . . . , y d on X as in equation (23), and we also write z = y 1 for the lifted y 1 . Choose pairwise distinct a 0 , . . . , a n ∈ O K . Since the matrix (a j i ) 0≤i,j≤n is invertible over K (Vandermonde) we may find x 0 , . . . , x n ∈ O K such that, if we set c j = n i=0 x i a j i , then c j = 0 for 0 ≤ j < n and c n = 0 (possibly a very small c n since (a j i ) 0≤i,j≤n may not be invertible over
Now fix m ∈ N such that |π m c j | < |c n | for all j > n with |c j | > |c n |. Then |c j π mj | < |c n π mn | for all j > n. Hence
For j, t ∈ {0, . . . , d} let
Note that F j (t) is stable under SL d+1 (K) (because F 0 (t) is stable under SL d+1 (K)). For any t ∈ {0, . . . , d} with F 0 (t) = ∅ (i.e. with t ≡ n|M | modulo (d + 1) for some n ∈ Z), the minimal number j with F j (t) = ∅ is the quotient of d + 1 divided by the order of (the class of) |M | in
Theorem 4.4. There is a canonical assignment which to j, t, s ∈ {0, . . . , d} and
and for each t ∈ {0, . . . , d} a SL d+1 (K)-equivariant long exact sequence
where the summand for t ∈ {0, . . . , d} is locally free on X(t). We have
and then we move this definition around by means of the action of G to obtain for each Z ∈ F 0 (t) (any t) a subsheaf
there are g ∈ G which interchange Z and Z ′ ). This means that also for j > 0 we obtain subsheaves
⊗ OK k with this given restriction to Y 0 and its G-translates, hence they coincide.
Proposition 4.5. If the weights of M are small then the map (24) induces for any i an isomorphism
Proof: For the sheaves F = Log
where (.) m denotes reduction moduloπ m . The map (24) induces a map between these spectral sequences and we see that it is enough to show
Comparing the associated long exact cohomology sequences we reduce our task to proving the isomorphism (27) in the case m = 1, i.e. to proving
First suppose |M | / ∈ (d + 1).Z. Then our hypothesis that the weights of M be small implies that the order of (the class of) |M | in Z/(d + 1) is d + 1, cf. the proof of Lemma 2.4. Then comparing Theorem 4.4 with the result from Theorem 3.3 and using G-equivariance we reduce to proving
for any i. But this we did in Theorem 2.5. Now suppose |M | ∈ (d + 1).Z. Under our hypothesis that the weights of M be small this means M | SL d+1 (K) is trivial, hence M 0 OK is the constant sheaf with value OK . Since Ω s X ⊗ k is locally free over O X⊗k we have an exact sequence
On the other hand the exact sequence (26) becomes
with each L s (k) Z the push forward to X of a constant sheaf on Z (which we denote by L s (k) Z , too). Comparing we reduce to proving
for any Z ∈ F j , any j. 
. Hence we may conclude by that Theorem.
Remarks: (1) From Proposition 4.5 it follows (take M = K) that every bounded differential s-form on X, i.e. every element of H 0 (X, Ω s X ) ⊗ K, is in fact logarithmic, in particular it is closed. Thus H 0 (X, Ω s X ) ⊗ K must be the space of bounded logarithmic differential s-forms on X studied in [10] (if char(K) = 0). (2) Suppose M = K, the trivial G-representation. Let W ω • X denote the logarithmic de Rham complex of the special fibre of X. The same proof as for 4.5 provides isomorphisms
for any j, hence altogether isomorphisms
Similarly, for the quotients X Γ of X as in section 5 we get by the same proof isomorphisms
These isomorphisms (28) are those constructed by Hyodo (see [9] ) by means of p-adicétale sheaves of vanishing cycles for general projective semistable schemes with ordinary reduction. They must not be confused with the Hyodo-Kato isomorphisms which are used to define the filtered (φ, N )-modules which recover the p-adicétale cohomology of the generic fibre of X Γ .
The Hodge spectral sequence
Let Γ ⊂ SL d+1 (K) be a discrete torsionfree and cocompact subgroup. It is proved in [14] that the quotient X Γ = Γ\X is the π-adic formal completion of a projective O K -scheme. Passing to a smaller Γ if necessary we may assume that X Γ has strictly semistable reduction, i.e. all irreducible components of X Γ are smooth. Let X Γ = Γ\X = X Γ ⊗ K, the analytification of a smooth projective K-scheme. Let M be a K[Γ]-module with dim K M < ∞; we write M = M for the constant sheaf on X, resp. on X, generated by M .
For a Γ-equivariant sheaf F on X or X we write F Γ for the descended sheaf on X Γ or X Γ . For example, the constant local system M = M on X or X gives rise to a (non constant in general !) descended local system M Γ on X Γ or X Γ . We are interested in the cohomology of the sheaf complex
Corollary 5.1. If M is a K-rational G-representation with small weights then the Hodge spectral sequence (29) degenerates in E 1 . The Hodge filtration F • H has a canonical splitting defined through logarithmic differential forms (at least after base extension K →K).
Proof: We may extend scalars K →K. We continue to use the same names for coherent sheaves on X Γ and for their push forward to X Γ . We have an inclusion of sheaf complexes Log
⊗ KK on X Γ with trivial differentials on the former.
Therefore it is enough to prove that for any 0 ≤ s ≤ d the natural maps
are isomorphisms. Now
Since X Γ is quasicompact, taking cohomology commutes with applying (.) ⊗ OKK . Therefore it will be enough to show
We conclude by Proposition 4.5 (alternatively we could repeat the proof of Proposition 4.5).
Let again M be an arbitrary K[Γ]-module with dim K M < ∞. From now on we suppose char(K) = 0. For an open subscheme U of X ⊗ k we denote by U the Zariski closure of U in X ⊗ k, and by ]U [=]U [ X = sp −1 (U ) its tube in X, the preimage under the specialization map sp :
* Logically the notation L as used here has nothing to do with the notation L as used in the previous sections;
however, the L's play the same role in their respective contexts.
. .) (of abstract groups, or sheaves) we put
Proposition 5.2. We have
In particular,
Proof:We first deduce the second statement from the first one. Since X is a Stein space we have H s (X, Ω r X ) = 0 for all r ≥ 0, all s > 0 (see [13] ), hence
for all t (the last term is a complex concentrated in degree 0). Together with the first statement we deduce that the natural map of sheaf complexes
This gives the second statement. The first one will be deduced from de Shalit's acyclicity theorem. We may of course assume M = K. It will be enough to show
where we set 
Therefore, if H i dR denotes the sheaf associated with the presheaf
For T ∈ F s (any s) letṪ 0 denote the maximal open subscheme of X ⊗ k which is contained inṪ .
We compute H t (X, H i dR ) as Cech cohomology with respect to the open covering X = T ∈F dṪ 0 .
Note that for any collection (T 1 , . . . , T r+1 ) ∈ (F d ) r+1 the intersectionṪ 0 1 ∩ . . . ∩Ṫ 0 r+1 is empty or equalsṪ 0 for some T ∈ F s , some s. In the latter case it follows thatṪ 0 1 ∩ . . . ∩Ṫ 0 r+1 =Ṫ . From the definition of H i dR we know on the other hand that for all T ∈ F s , all s, we have H r (]Ṫ [, H i dR ) = 0 for all r > 0. Together we get
for all r > 0. Therefore it will be enough to show that the complex
is a resolution of H i dR (X). By de Shalit's acyclicity theorem [3] (see also [4] ) we know that the complex
is a resolution of H i dR (X). Both these complexes map to the total complex of the double complex
where the product is taken over all (
It will be enough to show that these maps are quasiisomorphisms. It is clear that for fixed s the complex
On the other hand it follows from Lemma 5.3 below that for fixed r the complex K r• is a resolution of
and this completes the proof of 5.2.
Lemma 5.3. (see [4] Corollary 2.9 (1)) For any T ∈ F s (any s) the sequence
We have the covering spectral sequence
This shows that (ii) implies (i). Conversely, if (34) is surjective then (36) shows
and similarly, if the analog of (34) with M * and d − i (instead of M and i + 1) is surjective then the analog of (36) with M * and d − i (instead of M and i + 1) shows the analog of (37) with M * and d − i (instead of M and i + 1). By a formal duality argument one then concludes that the sum in (37) is in fact direct. This argument is easily extracted from the proof of [10] Theorem 5.4 and is worked out in a completely analogous situation in the proof of 6.2 below. It rests on Serre duality on the smooth projective K-scheme underlying X Γ and the computations (31) and (32) of dim K F j Γ .
Remark: As we just saw, the surjectivity of (34) alone implies (36). This is the sheaf cohomology analog of [16] p.631, Lemma 2 (ii). To ask in addition for the surjectivity of the analog of (34) for M * and d − i for obtaining
= 0 is the strategy of [10] , an alternative to the strategy [16] p.631, Lemma 2 (i). Proof: The differential in the complex L • (M ) Γ is zero, consequently the inclusion
The inclusion of sheaf complexes
is a morphism of complexes and 5.4 proves the corollary.
By [14] we know that X Γ is the analytification of a projective K-scheme X Γ,alg . Similarly it follows from GAGA-theorems that the de Rham complex
) alg on X Γ,alg . Consider the conjugate spectral sequence
It gives rise to the conjugate filtration for r ∈ Z, and we filter M by setting
Then f λ 0 +1 M = 0 and f 0 M = M . We get a corresponding filtration of the constant sheaf M on X and on X. We filter M ⊗ K Ω j X by setting
We let
It follows from [16] that this is a SL d+1 (K)-stable filtration of M ⊗ K Ω • X by subcomplexes (notations and normalizations in loc. cit. are different, but equivalent). We obtain the spectral sequence Let again Γ < SL d+1 (K) be as before. Consider the spectral sequences
Clearly they are compatible with the differential when i varies, hence SL d+1 (K)-equivariant perfect pairings
Passing to Γ-invariant sheaves on X Γ resp. X Γ we get the perfect pairing
In particular, Serre duality on the smooth projective K-scheme X Γ gives us perfect pairings
Conjecture: (Schneider) For all 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1 we have 
The map ν from (i) induces a surjective map
This follows from 5.5 and the stated property of ν. Let ). Here we claim
From the perfect pairings (45) we get perfect pairings
which commute with each other in the obvious sense. Thus (F (iv) The theorem is well known in case d = 1, thus we assume d ≥ 2. From formula (31) we get dim K (F
This formula together with (48) implies
Here the first equality follows from claim (iii), the inequality uses formula (49) for M * instead of M , and the last equality is a consequence of the formulae (31) and (32). Altogether we see that in (49) we even have equality, which concludes the proof of (46) in view of (48). for open
K-vector space structure twisted by σ -then G acts on M σ again by K-linear automorphisms. Everything we did in this paper with the local system defined by M carries over to the local system defined by I ⊗ K M σ : simply replace every occurence of M 0 OK by I 0 ⊗ O K M 0 OK ,σ . (4) LetK denote the (completed) maximal unramified extension of K. The formal scheme X × Spf(OK ) carries a certain universal G-equivariant formal group G, see [15] . If K = Q p the de Rham complex E ⊗ Ω • X⊗K of its relative Dieudonne module E (as a filtered convergent F -isocrystal on X × Spf(OK )) can be identified with a sum of d + 1 copies of K d+1 ⊗ K Ω • X⊗ KK , filtered as in (39) and with isotypical Frobenius action of slope d/(d + 1). From our results in [6] it follows that the filtration
) is the (renumbered) slope filtration.
Hence 6.4 states that the slope filtration on
) is opposite to the Hodge filtration. By the comparison isomorphisms of p-adic Hodge theory this is a statement on the cohomology of the relative Tate module of the Γ-quotient of G.
